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Motivation
● Hard to encode human intention in Deep Neural Nets
● But...

○ People not only learn from concrete examples, but also from general knowledge
○ Logic rules is an expressive language for that

● Therefore
○ We wish to enhance Neural Nets with logic rule knowledge
○ E.g. learn sentiment from sentence examples, but also follow the rule “A-but-B = B”

● Our framework uses iterative rule knowledge distillation procedure to 
learn from labeled data and logic rules simultaneously 
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Background
● Denote data as D = {(xn, yn)} where x ∈ X is input and y ∈ Y is target                                  
● Denote first-order logic(FOL) rules as R = {(Rl, λl)} where R is the rule 

over space (X, Y) and λ ∈ [0, ∞] is confidence level
○ FOL: extension to propositional logic, which can only express facts (either true or false)
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Background
● FOL rules: R = {(Rl, λl)} , R is the rule, λ ∈ [0, ∞] is confidence level

○ Grounding: logic expression with all variables instantiated
○ λ = ∞ indicates hard rule, all groundings have to be true
○ Denote the set of groundings of Rl as {rlg(X, Y)}

● Encode FOL rules using soft logic
○ Soft logic are continuous from [0, 1], instead of {0, 1}
○ & vs Λ

■ & is selection operator 
■ A&B = B when A = 1, A&B = A when A = 0 
■ Λ is averaging operator
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Iterative rule knowledge distillation
Consider K-way classification 

● “Student network”: Learn from labeled instances, defines conditional 
probability pθ(y|x)

● “Teacher network”: Constructed by projecting pθ(y|x) to a subspace 
constrained by FOL rules, denoted q(y|x)
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Iterative rule knowledge distillation
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Transfer knowledge into pθ

● We wish to balance between imitating q(y|x) and learning supervised 
labels, therefore define objective:

● π: imitation parameter
● Teacher and student are learned simultaneously
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Learn from labels

Imitation

prediction from pθ(y|x)

prediction from q(y|x) at iteration t



Construct teacher network
● Goal: 

○ 1)  fits the rule
■ Impose rule constraints through expectation operator 
■ For each rule, expect Eq(Y|X)[rlg(X, Y)] = 1 with confidence λl

○ 2) stay close to pθ
■ Minimize KL-divergence between q and pθ 

● Combining above, we form the optimization problem
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Construct teacher network
●             : slack variable for each rule, C: regularization parameter

● Problem is convex, can be efficiently solved in dual form with closed-form 
solutions
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● π : at beginning of training, pθ prediction is bad, 
therefore we favor true labels. As training goes 
on, gradually bias towards emulating teacher
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Equation 2

Equation 4



● student p vs teacher q at test time
○ We can use either p or q at test time
○ In general, q performs better than p

■ q more suitable when rules requires joint 
inference (spanning over multiple example)

■ p more lightweight and efficient
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Sentence-level sentiment analysis
● Task: identify the sentiment (positive / negative) underlying individual 

sentence
● Base Network: single-channel conv net

○ Max-over-time pooling
○ Fully-connected layer after sentence representation

● Logic Rule:
○ Consider A-but-B structure, B dominates
○ “I’m stuck at home but I get to watch Friends.”

Truth value evaluates to 
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Sentiment analysis experiment
● Datasets: Around 15% sentences contains “but”

○ SST2 (Stanford Sentiment Treebank)
○ MR: movie reviews
○ CR: customer reviews of various products
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SST2
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Sentiment analysis experiment
● Compare against different methods

○ Superior performance, q improves over p
○ On SST2, MVCNN has better performance -- diverse sets of pre-trained word embeddings, 

more layers and parameters
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Sentiment analysis experiment
● Compare against different rule integration methods on SST2 

○ -but-clause: takes the clause after “but” as input
○ -l2-reg: adds regularization term
○ -project: project trained CNN to rule-constrained space
○ -opt-project: optimize projected CNN
○ -pipeline: distills pre-trained “opt-project” to plain CNN
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Sentiment analysis experiment
● Semi-supervised learning

○ Superior in performance sparse data context
○ Performance further improved with unlabeled data, they are used to better absorb logic 

rules
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Named entity recognition
● Task: locate and classify elements in text into entity categories

○ Assign tag in “X-Y”, where X is one of BIEOS (Beginning, Inside, End, Outside, 
Singleton) and Y is entity category 

● Base Network: bi-directional LSTM
○ CNN + pre-trained word vectors for char+word repr

● Logic Rule:
○ Constraint on successive label for a valid tag sequence:
○ I-ORG (inside, organization) cannot follow B-PER (beginning, person)
○
● List structures:
● 1. Juventus, 2. Barcelona, … Barcelona has to be a club
●
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Named entity recognition
● Datasets: 1.7% named entities occur in lists

○ CoNLL-2003 NER benchmark
○ Close performance to SOTA, which is more complex and has more parameters
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BLSTM-Rule-trans: impose transition rule, BLSTM-Rules: further impose list rule



Discussion
● Summary:

○ Our framework combines learning knowledge and rules through an iterative distillation procedure. We 
transfer logic rules through a teacher network, constructed with posterior regularization principle.

● Contribution:
○ Provides a general distillation framework for FOL that can be applied to any specific network structures; 

very intuitive
● Limitations:

○ Dependent on hand-crafted rules as priors, lack the ability to induce and learn abstract knowledge from 
data; unsuitable to incorporate large amount of fuzzy human intuitions

● Comparison:
○ A Semantic Loss Function for Deep Learning with Symbolic Knowledge

■ Jingyi Xu, Zilu Zhang, Tal Friedman, Yitao Liang, Guy Van den Broeck
■ Combines propositional logic, limited but more convenient

○ Deep Neural Networks with Massive Learned Knowledge
■ Zhiting Hu, Zichao Yang, Ruslan Salakhutdinov, Eric P. Xing
■ Mutual distillation that iteratively transfers information between DNN and structured knowledge
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